2010 New Board Orientation Evaluation

Name (optional, we will contact you to answer any additional questions you may have): __________________________________________________________

1. Overall, how would you rate the orientation you received today (please circle):
   Excellent  Good  Fair  Poor

2. Do you feel that you exited the orientation with a better grasp of your role as a Board member? Please explain why or why not.

3. Did you find the Finance orientation by LeAnn Wilson helpful? Please explain why or why not.

4. Do you have any additional Finance questions that were not answered? Please list.

5. Did you find the Programs and Communication orientation by Peter Magnuson helpful? Please explain why or why not.

6. Do you have any additional Programs and Communication questions that were not answered? Please list.

7. Did you find the Leadership orientation by Lauren Lessels helpful? Please explain why or why not.

8. Do you have any additional Leadership questions that were not answered? Please list.

9. Did you find the Public Policy orientation by Steve DeWitt helpful? Please explain why or why not.

10. Do you have any additional Public Policy questions that were not answered? Please list.

11. What did you particularly enjoy or felt was most helpful about the orientation?
12. How can the orientation be improved next year?

13. Was the printed handbook a help or a hindrance?

14. Other Comments:

Please return your evaluation by Saturday morning to Lauren Lessels.